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Abstract
In on-line music streaming systems and music digital libraries, the emotions that people perceive while listening to a track have become a
important criterion while trying to find what to
listen to. There are several possible solutions that
use emotion as a criterion. Some of them separate and predicts emotions in a track learning
individually from its user which demands a considerable amount of time to generate adequate result. Others predict in a generalized way for every user, so it does not take into account musical
preferences specifically of its user. People that
identify with a social group tend to perceive the
same emotions in music and social groups’ members often identify with the musical genre. In this
paper we describe a method for music emotions
prediction using genre information and compare
it with a similar classifier that does not use genre
information. Results show that prediction accuracy improves in all tested genres, except for one.
This suggests that music in different genres convey emotions using different means.

1. Introduction
Online music streaming systems provide a
large audio dataset to users. An effective search
method is important to deal with such a large
amount of data. One possible criterion for music search is the emotion users perceive in music
[1].
This work analyzes music as a socio-cultural
construct. In this context, music can be seen as a
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method for communication and social interaction
[2]. Furthermore, music genres are often part of
the identity of a group that shares common interests [3].
People that belong to the same social group
are surrounded by the same social construct.
Since emotions are socio-cultural constructs [4],
we can reckon that people in the same social
group share the similar emotion perceptions.
We use Hanslick’s aproach regarding music
and emotions [5]. He argues that music itself
does not bring an embedded emotion. Instead,
it carries a “musical idea”, which evokes a perceived emotion on its listener. Perceived emotions are more likely to be used in this type of
study because the assessment of “felt” emotion
requires personal and situational factors to be
considered [6].
There are several proposed models for the description of emotions. The categorical model [7]
of Ekman’s “Big Six”[8] describes six transculturally perceived emotions (surprise, fear, disgust, anger, happiness and sadness). However, experiments conducted by Livingstone and
Brown [9] show that music can consistently communicate happy, sad and dreamy emotions, but
this consistency was not found in other emotions.
The automatic prediction of perceived emotion has often relied on mapping pieces to a
content-inspired vector space in which close vectors depict similar tracks. This approach was
proposed for automatic music genre classification [10] and then adapted to the prediction of
other labels, such as emotions [1].
In our work, we evaluated two different struc-
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tures for automatic prediction of perceived emotion. In the first, we simply applied audio
texture-based classification [10] using perceived
emotion as labels. In the second one, we trained
a different classifier for each genre in the dataset.
This experiment is further discussed in Section
2. The results are shown in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Method
The classifier implemented in this work is
based on Tzanetakis and Cook’s algorithm for
music genre classification [10]. The classifier
extracts framewise features (spectral centroid,
spectral roll-off, spectral flatness, spectral flux,
and 30 MFCCs) from a track and calculates their
mean and average over a 1s-long sliding window. After that, it calculates the mean and average of the means and averages for each feature within each window. This yields a 136dimensional vector that maps the track to a
content-meaningful R136 vector space. Thus,
tracks that are near to each other in this vector
space are more similar to each other in terms
of auditory texture content. After mapping,
the algorithm performs supervised classification
within this vector space. In our work, we used
the well-known Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm for classification.
Our tests aimed at evaluating the impact of using genre information on the prediction of perceived emotion in music. For this purposed, we
developed a dataset containing audio files and
their respective genre and perceived emotion labels.
To build our dataset we used anonymous discussion websites with graded comments (e.g.
Reddit 1 ), so we could fetch the average group’s
emotion perceived for each track. We gathered
tracks that were more highly voted in the discussion threads. The first dataset consisted of
200 tracks devided into three emotions, namely
Happy, Sad and Dreamy, following previous
work by Livingstone and Brown [9].
While analyzing the dataset it became clear to
us that the community usually agreed the classi1
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fication happy and sad tracks but did not agree
about dreamy tracks. This left us with a total
of only 17 dreamy tracks. Because this is much
smaller number than the 90 sad tracks and 93
happy tracks, we decided not to use this emotion
in our dataset.
The dataset consist of 183 full-length tracks,
divided into five different genres (Indie-Rock,
Jazz, Heavy-Metal, Bossa-Nova and Classical
music), labeled according to two different perceived emotions. The number of tracks for each
genre and emotion label is shown in Table 1.
Number of tracks
Sad Happy Total
Jazz
18
19
37
Heavy-Metal 18
19
37
Indie-Rock
18
19
37
Classical
18
17
35
Bossa Nova 18
19
37
Genre

Table 1: Number of tracks for each
genre and emotion label in the
dataset.

We performed two different tests, as shown in
Figure 1. The first one uses the whole dataset to
train the same classifier, so it would not consider
genre information for emotion prediction. The
second one trains a different classifier for each
genre. All tests were performed using a 10-fold
cross validation schema.
The results of both tests are further discussed
in the next section.

3. Results and Discussion
The average F1-Score results for Test 1 and
Test 2, as defined in Figure 1, are shown in Table
2. As it can be seen, the F1-score in Jazz, HeavyMetal, Indie-Rock and Classical Music are better
than the result related to not taking genre into account. The result for Bossa-Nova, however, is
worse than all the others.
We performed a T-Test comparing the results
related to each genre-specific classification process and the results related to the classification
using all genres at the same time. The result
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Figure 1: Experiment Flowchart. In test
1, we the dataset containing
all genres to train a unique
classifier. In test 2, we train
a different classifier for each
genre.

Test
1
2

Genre
All
Jazz
Heavy-Metal
Indie-Rock
Classical
Bossa Nova

F1-score
P
0.77 ± 0.10
0.85 ± 0.21 0.26
0.79 ± 0.14 0.11
0.85 ± 0.24 0.76
0.86 ± 0.24 0.25
0.56 ± 0.21 0.0005

Table 2: Mean and standard deviations
of F1-scores of each genre individually and all genres together. The reported P-Values
are related to a t-test between
the results related to the classifiers for each genre and the
classifier using all genres.

of this test, reported in Table 2, shows that only
Bossa-Nova had a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) related to the full set.
This result can be related to the fact that all
used features are related to timbre, thus lyrics
are ignored. Classical music is commonly built
on timbre variations, using instrumentation variation and harmony techniques as compositional
tools. Likewise, Heavy-Metal, Indie-Rock and
Jazz are musical styles in which frequently there
are perceptible timbre differences between happy
and sad songs. Bossa-Nova, on the other hand,
is a genre in which acoustic guitar and voice
are frequently used instruments and the rhythm
and intonations are more uniform throughout the
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style[11]. This means that, although listeners can
perceive different emotions in Bossa-Nova song,
they cannot be adequately predicted using timbre
information.
Therefore, our results indicate that emotion
prediction systems should rely on genre information in order to achieve better results. This
corroborates with the mixed texture and lyrics
methodology used by Yang and Chen [12] and
the ideas used as basis by Hu and Downie [1].
However, these results show that improvements
on emotion prediction due to the use of both
lyrics and texture are related to the genre specificities of each dataset. Also, these results suggest that lyrics and textures should be weighted
differently in the prediction of perceived emotion
in each genre.
The next section presents conclusive remarks.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we evaluated the impact of using genre information in the prediction of perceived emotion in music. For such, we created
a dataset in which tracks were labeled according to their genre and their perceived emotion.
Our results show that using a specific classifier
for each genre yields better results than using a
single classifier, with no genre information, for
all genres, except for Bossa-Nova.
This means that musical texture is not an
effective feature to explain the perceived emotion in Bossa-Nova. Thus, emotions in different genres are perceived through different means.
Therefore, genre information can be used to improve automatic prediction of perceived emotions, which can potentially improve the accuracy of online music suggestion systems. This
poses an interesting direction for future work.
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